About Amanda
2012 was a year of pivotal and radical change. Amanda
welcomed the birth of her first daughter. Shortly after, she
pursued a 200hr Yoga Teacher Training at Blacksmith Yoga
Community in Fort St John, BC. During that training she
had become pregnant with her second daughter. She
immediately knew that specializing in Prenatal Yoga was
the next step on her journey.
Amanda was able to attend her first prenatal yoga teacher
training for conscious and sacred birthing at the Vancouver
school of yoga in Vancouver, BC. She was incredibly honoured
to have been given the chance to begin teaching prenatal
yoga while still being pregnant herself. Once her daughter
was born, Amanda completed her second prenatal yoga
teacher training. This time with YogaCara Global out of
Vancouver, BC. Her manifestation of becoming registered
with the yoga alliance as a RPYT had finally become a reality.
In 2016 with so much grace, a third daughter blessed their
family.
Amanda enjoys creating and holding sacred space for
women to feel comfortable, supported, nurtured and
honoured. She is able to guide others through sequences
with her intuitive and authentic approach. She is passionate
about all things healing related and strives to continuously
learn more, heal herself and help others with the tools
she gathers along the way. Amanda is certified in various
healing modalities but not limited to; Intuitive Hot Stone
Massage, Access Bars, & Reiki.

Contact Amanda
Watch for classes and dates:

innovativeyogahealing.ca
or on facebook:
Innovative Yoga Healing & Wellness

780-228-6547
Innovative-yoga-healing@outlook.com

Prenatal Yoga Benefits
Pregnancy yoga is the nurturing activity
undertaken when time is spent (a little or a lot)
to gently relax, release and connect to your body
and rapidly growing baby within.
The natural restorative energies of the body are
enhanced through gentle yoga postures. When
pregnant, one feels the strains of the ever
changing body particularly the new demands
on the back. Yoga work counterbalances the
growing abdomen and maintains good posture,
while stretching helps strengthen the body and
release the pelvic opening in preparation for
birth.
Toning the pelvic floor allows for a more
controlled birthing, lessens complications
and enhances post natal healing. Just being in
your body that is home for two is a yoga. Your
pregnant body is naturally and miraculously in
a state of enhanced energy and creativity.

Taking the time to pause from the stresses of
everyday activity to fully connect with your
body, enables you to experience and enjoy these
augmented senses.
Breath work is practised in preparation for
responding to labour by coordinating with the
rhythms of contractions. Breathing awareness is
essential for relaxation, comfort and confidence.
With hormonal changes, emotions are also
heightened. Whether they’re in the realm of
joy or sorrow, love or anger, feelings may be
experienced with surprising depth and in
rapidly changing rhythms. Noticing and allowing
yourself to feel your emotions more fully has a
positive effect on your health and therefore on
your baby’s health too.
All women experience some fear of labour.
However, a simple foundation in yoga prepares
you to face childbirth with courage. To be relaxed
and confident during labour reduces fear,

tension and fatigue. Flexibility and calmness
ease the birthing process, thus reducing pain
and increasing the joy of giving birth. While
practising prenatal yoga, your relationship
with your baby deepens physically, mentally,
and spiritually.
It’s a special time to be mindful that you are
engaged in the creation of a new life and
allows the quickly passing nine months to be
cherished. Even if you have never practised
before, being pregnant can provide the
motivation for beginning this healthful practice
which will hasten your recovery time, so that
you can carry on long after your baby is born.
You will find your yoga practice will become a
source of strength and love, during and after
pregnancy.
			
(Janice Clarfield)

Namaste

